Poster preparation guide
The poster sessions will take place on Wednesday, 21 November and Thursday, 22 November.
To participate in the poster sessions, authors must present a poster summarising the essentials of
their project. Posters should focus on visual aspects rather than text. Posters should reflect
technical/scientific contributions and should not be an advertisement for a product or service.
Posters should be composed of one large sheet and should be prepared in English or Spanish. All
figures and tables must also be properly translated into English.
During the poster session, each author must remain with his/her poster in order to answer
questions from the seminar delegates.
Please bear in mind printed posters must arrive at our office by 12 November and not afterwards.
Poster must be sent to Soledad Cassini to Paseo Bulnes 197, 6th floor, Santiago, Chile.
Important: Posters will not be retained after the event. Those authors interested in keeping their
posters must ask the congress coordination for them after the last poster session.
Poster specifications
 Poster size: 810 mm × 1188 mm (A0 format, portrait layout)
 Language: English or Spanish
 Minimum paper weight: 140 g/m2
 Paper finish: Thermo-laminated
 Printing: Poster should be printed on high quality paper with photos in high resolution if used.
 Title: Poster should include a title in Arial font, size 90 pt, left aligned, 5 cm margin, with
“minimum” line spacing. (“Minimum” is one of the paragraph formatting preferences that can
be chosen when creating a Word document. It is more than single space but less than 1.5.)
The author’s name, company and country should be included under the poster title in size 50
pt.
Example: John Smith, TEC Engineering, Australia
o

In case of multiple authors, please follow this example:
John Smith, TEC Engineering, Australia; Mike Wilson, SRK Consulting, Canada; Juan
González, Los Pelambres Mine, Chile

o

In case of multiple authors from the same company, please follow this example:
John Smith and Mike Wilson, TEC Engineering, Australia

